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1. Let’s Play! programme structure 
 
1-1. Programme outline 
 
The aim of the IBF Foundation Let’s Play! grant programme was to provide the equipment needed to play blind 
football. Applicants were able to request the following equipment: balls (up to 20 per organization); official 
eyeshades (up to 10 per organization); and non-official eyeshades (up to 20 per organization). 
 
The following types of organisations were eligible to participate in this call for project proposals: 
 

• Blind football teams/clubs; 

• Schools for the blind; 

• Organizations of and for visually impaired people; 

• National Blind Sports Federations (NFs); 

• National Paralympic Committees (NPCs); 

• National Football Associations; 

• NGOs. 
The focus was to provide equipment to organizations which were beginning to play blind football or wanted to 
start developing blind football. Projects focussing on youth development (male and female players under the age 
of 23) and women’s blind football were given priority in the selection process. 
 
Beneficiaries were required to submit 3-month and 6-month reports. 
 
 
1-2. Beneficiaries and equipment donated 
 

Country Organization Balls Official 

Eyeshades 

Non-official 

eyeshades 

Argentina Blind Institute Roman Rosell 15 0 20 

Argentina Club Municipalidad de Córdoba 20 0 20 

Argentina Lucas Rodriguez Foundation 20 0 20 

Argentina School for VI people Number 515 8 0 20 

Australia Australian Blind Football 10 0 0 

Bhutan Bhutan NPC 8 0 20 

Cyprus St Barnabas School for the Blind 15 0 20 

Ghana  Greatthunderbolts 15 0 20 

Guatemala Committee for Blind and Deaf People 20 0 20 

Hungary Hungarian School, Competitive and 

Recreation Sports Federation for People 

with Disabilities (FODISZ) 

20 0 20 
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India Tamil Nadu Blind Football Association 0 0 20 

India Indian Blind Football Federation 20 20 20 

Ireland Vision Sports Ireland 20 16 20 

Ivory Coast FISMA 20 16 20 

Kazakhstan Kazakhstan NPC 15 0 20 

Malaysia Pan-disability Football club 20 0 20 

Maldives Maldives NPC 10 0 20 

Mexico Fucho para Ciegos Puebla team 15 0 20 

Mexico Mexican Blind Sports Federation 

(FEMEDEVIDEVI) 

0 8 0 

Mongolia Blind Football Federation 8 0 20 

Morocco Alaouite Organization for the Promotion of 

the Blind in Morocco (OAPAM) 

20 0 20 

Nepal Nepal Association of the Blind (NAB) 15 0 20 

Nicaragua Nicaragua NPC 0 8 0 

Niger Fédération Nigérienne de Sport pour 

Aveugles et Mamvoyants (FENISAM) 

15 10 20 

Portugal Portuguese Sports Association for People 

with Visual Impairment (ANDDVIS) 

15 10 0 

Romania Asociatia Clubul Sportiv Kory Francisc 8 0 20 

Russia Russian Federation of Sports for the Blind, 

Dagestan regional branch 

15 0 20 

Russia Mini Football Club of the Blind 15 0 20 

Russia SASPR Mari El (Sport adaptive school of 

Paralympic reserve of Mari El Republic) 

15 0 20 

UK/Malawi Sight2020  18 0 20 

Uganda Uganda Blind Sport Association 10 0 20 

USA United States Association of Blind Athletes 

(USABA) 

20 0 20 

 
 
Thanks to “Let´s Play 1! Grant Programme”, IBF Foundation was able to support 32 organizations in 25 different 
countries, covering the 5 continents. The total donated equipment was: 445 balls, 88 official eyeshades and 580 
non-official eyeshades 
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2. Programme outcomes 
 
2-1. What we achieved 
 

The Let’s Play! grant programme provided support to 32 organisations in 25 countries worldwide and at least 
450 players directly received our equipment. We were able to identify demand and target support for blind football 
equipment globally. These organisations had financial difficulties to purchase equipment with their limited 
resources and in their own country. As a result of equipment delivery, we were able to meet the demand and 
contribute to the promotion of blind football on several levels; for newcomers, beginners, intermediate and 
international levels.  
 
2-2. Lessons learnt 
 

As mentioned previously, there is clearly an untapped and unmet worldwide demand for blind football 
equipment. Through the implementation of this programme, we gained a deeper understanding of the extent and 
nature of this demand in different parts of the world. At the same time, the following challenges were identified: 

 
2-2-1. Language barriers 
 

   Many organisations were non-native speakers of English and found documentation difficult. Although 9 
organisations applied for the project other than beneficiaries, most of the reasons for rejection were issues in 
the documentation process. At the same time, it can be assumed that these issues were not so much language-
related problems but rather limitations in the administrative capacity of the organisations themselves. 

 
2-2-2. Dissemination of information about the programme 
 

  The Let’s Play! grant programme was launched on our Facebook group and web site and information was 
sent directly by e-mail to all National Paralympic Committees, World Blind Union member organisations and 
IBSA member organisations. Moreover, the programme was highlighted on the IBSA Blind Football Facebook 
page. There is no verification of exactly how each applicant organisation found out about the programme, and 
it is not clear whether the necessary information is reaching all the people who need it. This also means that 
there are more potential future applicants and we should make an effort to ensure the widest possible 
dissemination of future programmes so that the information reaches as many potential beneficiaries as possible. 

 
2-3. Experiences and connections to improve future grant programmes 
 
   To sum up our experience from the Let’s Play! grant programme, we can conclude the following: 
  
ü Multilingual application procedure: English will be the first and preferred language of use. However, future 

grant programme application processes will be flexible to enable potential beneficiaries to apply in other 

languages, and especially Spanish and French. 

ü Strengthening of relationships with organisations: expand and deepen our relationships with the beneficiary 

organisations from providing equipment, which is a one-point activity, to a further and wider phase of support 

for the promotion and development of blind football. 

ü Activation of public relations activities: build channels for communicating our activities to a broader and wider 

audience. 
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3. The voices of beneficiaries 
 
3-1. Nepal Association of the Blind (NAB) 
 
【Organization profile and situation of blind football in the country】 

Nepal Association of the Blind (NAB) is a non-governmental, non-
profit making national umbrella organization of the blind, formally 
established in 1993. The central executive board of the association 
consists of 17 persons, including 6 blind women, representation from 
indigenous group, Madhesi and Dalit (so called untouchable caste) 
members elected by the general assembly held every three years. It has 
7 provincial committees, 57 district branches, 30 municipal branches and 
3 000 ordinary members across the country. It is also affiliated to the 
World Blind Union (WBU) and the Asian Blind Union (ABU), the National 
Federation of Disabled Nepal and Social Welfare Council. NAB’s main 
purpose is to promote and protect the rights and interests of blind and partially sighted people through lobbying 
and advocacy.  
 
【Activities】 

Football is quite a new sport for Nepalese blind people. To 
introduce the game in Nepal, NAB had to start from beginner 
level. NAB organised a 5-day training session between 13th and 
17th December 2021. Ten blind and partially sighted young 
people aged between 17 and 28 participated in this event using 
the football and blindfolds provided by IBF Foundation. Seven 
persons out of 10 are totally blind while 3 are low vision. All the 
players are male.  

 
The first day, all the players were oriented with the settings inside the futsal court, boundaries, ground and the 

goal posts. Divided in two teams, they were oriented about the things they need to consider while playing football, 
following the sound of the ball and the instructions of the coach. Day by day, their confidence level also increased 
along with their skills and at the end of the training programme they were able to hold a complete demo game. 
The training was well covered by the different media outlets and provided a very good and positive message to 
the society and the opportunity to learn about IBF Foundation support along with the new sports introduced in 
Nepal by NAB.  
 
“There are still a lot of things to be done and 
long-term trainings to be planned in future for 
developing professional players and 
expanding blind football in Nepal from school 
level to national level. The players wish to 
reach the Paralympics some days. For this, the 
coach and the players need standard training 
from the experts along with regular follow up. 
Nevertheless, this has been proved to be a 
nice beginning of a long journey. The 
equipment support from IBF Foundation has 
played a significant role in introducing blind 
football in Nepal for the first time.” 
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3-2. Bhutan Paralympic Committee 
 
【Organization profile and situation of blind football in the country】 

National Paralympic Committee Bhutan is one of the youngest 
National Paralympic Committees in the world. The committee is 
doing its best to educate young people with disabilities in the 
county about the Paralympic movement, with assistance from the 
National Olympic Committee and National Sports Federations. 

 
Football is a very popular sport in Bhutan. However, blind 

football is still not established in the country due to a lack of 
knowledge of the rules and a shortage of equipment. For the 
development of the young generation, the committee focused on 
schools for visually impaired people in Thimphu, the capital city, 
and visited several schools. The students also mentioned the 
problem regarding equipment, so NPC Bhutan decided to apply to 
the Let’s Play! grant programme with a view to creating 
opportunities to play blind football in the country. 
 
【Activities】 

The committee met different groups of young visually impaired people living in the capital to raise awareness 
about blind football and the Paralympic movement in the country. They also distributed mini-sound balls and, in 
collaboration with the Bhutan Football Federation, organized a one-day introductory blind football session using 
the balls and eye masks they received from IBF Foundation.  
 
 
“Participants were given first-hand experience in blind football. 
They practiced basic ball handling skills and fun game in groups 
of five. A total of 22 young visually impaired people participated 
in the program. The best part of the program was that we 
introduced blind football to young club players.” 
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3-3. Indian Blind Football Federation 
 
【Organization profile and situation of blind football in the country】 

The Indian Blind Football Federation (IBFF), formed in 2016, 
is responsible for the Indian blind football movement and the 
national team. It is an independent body in charge of developing 
blind football among the visually challenged in the country. 

 
India currently ranks 28th in the world for blind football. It is 

an avowed objective of IBFF to train and prepare a national-level 
team for the Paralympics and World Championships in the 
future. IBFF presently has more than 500+ male footballers and 
40+ women footballers and has been training coaches and 
referees across the country. IBFF aims to provide economic 
rehabilitation and skills development to as many visually 
impaired people as possible through this unique program. 

 
【Activities】 

The Indian Blind Football Federation received 20 balls, 20 non-official eyeshades and 20 IBSA-approved 
eyeshades thanks to this grant programme. The equipment was distributed to blind schools and state-level 
organisations, making it possible to conduct blind football training sessions such as, among others, ‘The First 
Women’s Blind Football Training Session’, ‘World Sight Day Celebration on 14th October’ and the ‘Fifth Men’s and 
First Women’s National Blind Football Tournament’.  

 
 

“We were unable to plan additional events in the first 
three months because to Covid difficulties, but we 
distributed the equipment to the players via postal 
services and during local events. In November 2021 we 
organized a national competition for both men and 
women. Even though they are struggling with Covid 
difficulties, we had a positive response from the state 
blind football teams. We provided the teams with 
equipment that allowed them to practice at home. We 
can notice the differences in the players' willingness to 
join after receiving the footballs and eye masks, etc. As 
a result, if we can supply the equipment to all of the 
players, we will be able to attract more participants. 
One of our key goals is to provide one ball to each player 
in India. The IBF Foundation grant programme aided us 
in reaching out to more players around the country.” 
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3-4. United States Association of Blind Athletes (USABA) 
 
【Organization profile and situation of blind football in the country】 

The United States Association of Blind Athletes (USABA) was founded by Dr. Charles Buell in 1976 with the 
purpose of improving the lives of people who are blind or partially sighted. Now the organization has evolved into 
a national organization that provides sports opportunities to more than 4,000 blind and partially sighted athletes 
of all ages and abilities on an annual basis. 

 
Starting with the six regional site locations already established, USABA is committed to recruiting teenagers 

and young adults who are visually impaired to start playing the sport of 5-a-side football. USABA plans to develop 
a pipeline for the sport of 5-a-side football at both ends of the spectrum, from grassroots through to high 
performance levels.  
 
【Activities】 

USABA received 20 balls and 20 non-official eyeshades through this grant programme and hosted the re-
launch of team USA for blind soccer (5-a-side football) on August 25-27, 2021. Eleven athletes, 3 coaches, 2 
referees and administrators from multiple states around the country participated. During the camp, USABA held 
3 training sessions and 1 game. Each session was used to teach a specific skill for the game. The game included 2 
officials with IBSA training. Each player and coach was given a ball and eyeshades from IBF to take home for 
individual workouts in their home state. 

 
USABA continued to host clinics in Colorado Springs, Ohio, and Los Angeles to create awareness about blind 

soccer and to offer opportunities to players in different states to try the sport. These clinics are essential to 
continue our initiatives to grow the game and identify potential players for Team USA.  
 
 
“The balls and the shades provided by funding 
support from IBF Foundation were used at all 
camps, and the players benefited from the 
equipment. Due to our ability to increase the 
number of clinics, five players could attend two 
clinics. These players dramatically improved 
their skill sets and confidence towards the 
game. As a staff, we noticed this progress 
quickly and it re-affirms our long-term strategy 
of increasing the accessibility of equipment and 
clinical instruction to grow the sport and player 
development further. As a result of the 
equipment funding that USABA has received, 
the players can take balls and shades to their 
home locations and continue to improve their 
skills.” 
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3-5. Uganda Blind Sports Association (UBSA) 
 
【Organization profile and situation of blind football in the country】 

Uganda Blind Sports Association (UBSA) is a national organization charged with sports for people with visual 
impairments. It is a member of Uganda Paralympic Committee and International Blind Sports Federation (IBSA). 
The organization was established in 1998 and attained legal status in 2004. UBSA currently governs a total of 8 
sport disciplines for visually impaired athletes in the country, including VI judo, athletics, showdown, blind football, 
goalball, powerlifting, swimming and board games. 

 
Blind football was introduced to Uganda in September 2019. From September 2019 to February 2020 UBSA 

was able to set up 2 male teams and 1 full team of female players in Kampala. They have 1 trained coach and 1 
qualified classifier; however, they have neither enough clubs nor qualified referees as yet. Furthermore, they have 
never attended any friendly or international competition, which would have a positive impact on both the players’ 
and volunteers’ motivation.  
 
【Activities】 

UBSA received 10 balls and 20 non-official eyeshades 
via this grant programme. The equipment enabled the 
organisation to introduce the game to 11 athletes between 
the ages of 18 and 25 years, including one female athlete, 
in the first three months. In the second three months, UBSA 
was able to host an introduction game to 24 athletes 
between the ages of 16 and 30, most of them students from 
the Kyambogo University and their community. The 
coaching staff has also increased from 2 to 4 people. 

 
Thanks to these activities, UBSA entered into 

collaborations with other organizations or schools. 
Makerere University officially gave permission to use the 
playing ground for training sessions every Saturday from 
9am to 1pm. Students from the Aga Khan International 
school offered some help to develop the UBSA website. In 
addition, Federation of Uganda Football Associations, 
Uganda Youth Football Association and Futsal Football 
Association of Uganda also offered support for blind 
football and these achievements were covered by some 
media outlets. 

 
“We increased number of players from 11 to 24 athletes. There has been a slight relaxation in the covid 19 
restrictions that enable movement of athletes 
to train and play the game. We secured a free 
playing ground through the Makerere 
University Games Union and Sport 
Department. We were allowed to use the 
grounds from 9am to 1pm every Saturday. We 
have got more media engagement online and 
on TV. There is increased engagement with 
stakeholders in football management and 
development domestically like with FUFA, 
UYFA and Futsal Football Association Uganda” 
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3-6. Club Municipalidad de Córdoba 
 
【Organization profile and situation of blind football in the country】 

Argentina’s men’s national blind football team is one of the top teams in the world and the women’s national 
team is training hard as well. Argentina has both men's and women's blind football national leagues in the country. 
“The Club Municipalidad de Córdoba” is located in Córdoba city and they run their men’s team ‘Los Guerreros’ (The 
Warriors), which has participated in the Argentine league since 2009 and the women’s team “Las Guerreras” (The 
Women Warriors), known as the first women’s team in the world and founded in 2012. 

 
Since their establishment, both teams have participated in the Argentine national blind football leagues, both 

being the top winners of the competition. In addition to the competitive aspect, Los Guerreros and Las Guerreras 
are teams with a large junior participation, since the club also has youth and children's categories. In total, around 
40 athletes with visual impairments train every week at the Club Municipalidad de Córdoba. 

 
Considering the COVID-19 protocols in place, each player needed to have her or his own training material. 

However, due to the high cost, the club couldn’t distribute equipment to all the players. The project to recruit 
young players was a particularly urgent issue, therefore they needed to have new and high-quality material which 
would generate greater enthusiasm among players when they take their first steps in sports.  

 
With the authorization of the health authorities, players were able to return to weekly training sessions and 

each player was able to have his or her own ball to train and prevent infections thanks to the equipment. The new 
material facilitated the addition of a weekly training schedule for boys and girls under 18 years old so that they 
could learn about the sport, with each player using one ball and improving skills. 

 
【Activities】 

The club organized the ‘Raúl Vázquez Cup’, named after a former player who passed away this year. In his 
memory, the blind football tournament involved men's, women's and children's teams, and more than 50 visually 
impaired people were able to enjoy the activity.  

 
On World Sight Day, another activity was organized by the club in which people with visual disabilities and 

without disabilities learnt about the sport. People of all ages from a wide range of other sports took part in this 
event. Thanks to the equipment donated by the IBF Foundation, these activities could be carried out respecting all 
health protocols in place at the time. 
 
“Thanks to the new equipment we were able to add a 
weekly training schedule for boys and girls under 18 
years old, so that they can know the sport, each using one 
ball and improving their skills.” 
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